
First Tower Home Learning 

 

Year Group: 4 
 

Week beginning: 27TH April 2020 

 English 
(select a challenge from the box to 
do each day-Monday to Thursday) 

Maths 
(select a challenge) 

Science History/ 
Geography 

Other e.g. Art, Music, P.E, R.E.  
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Reading: LI:  To infer a characters 
thoughts based on what I have 
read.  
 
Read chapter 2 of The Iron Man or 
listen to the attached video.  
 
https://drive.explaineverything.com
/thecode/ALCVMSC 
 
Discuss the following questions with 
somebody at home.  
 

• How does Hogarth react 
when he sees the Iron Man?  

• How does his father react?  
• Why do you think some 

farmers didn’t believe at 
first? 

•  

In your books draw 3 large thought 
bubbles.  
 

 

LI:  To convert between 12-
hour times and 24-hour times 
and vice versa.  
 
Watch the first video on the 
following website which 
explains the difference 
between the 12-hour clock 
and the 24-hour clock.  
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesi
ze/topics/zkfycdm/articles/zcr
mqty 
 
6:30 can either be written as 
06:30 or 18:30. We need two 
different ways of writing it 
because we need to know if it 
is the morning or evening. 
 
We would use 06:30 in the 
morning because it is 6 and a 
half hours after midnight. We 
would use 18:30 for the 
evening because it is 18 and a 
half hours since midnight.  
 

LI: To identify the type 
and function of teeth.  

 
Watch the following 

video 
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=ttqqobnS

UHE  
 

If the link does not 
work, open youtube and 
type in Operation Ouch 
– GNASHERS episode.  

 
Look at the Science 

resource sheet below.  
 

Children are to copy out 
the information from 

the box and add in the 
matching function. 

(Refer back to the video 
to find the function for 

each tooth). 
For example -  

Name of tooth: Incisor  
Function: biting and 

cutting food.  

  

https://drive.explaineverything.com/thecode/ALCVMSC
https://drive.explaineverything.com/thecode/ALCVMSC
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkfycdm/articles/zcrmqty
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkfycdm/articles/zcrmqty
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkfycdm/articles/zcrmqty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ttqqobnSUHE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ttqqobnSUHE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ttqqobnSUHE


 
Add these headings-one for each 
bubble- 

• First sight of the Iron Man  

• Trapping the Iron Man  

• When the Iron Man is 
buried 

 
Inside each thought bubble write 
down Hogarth’s thoughts at that 
point in the story.   
 
Writing: LI: To use similes to add 
description.  
 
In the book The Iron Man, Ted 
Hughes uses a lot of similes to 
describe the Iron Man. Remember 
that a simile is a phrase that uses 
the word ‘as’ or ‘like’ to compare 
something to something else. E.g. 
The arm was as big as an elephant.  
The head is shiny like a mirror.  

Copy the diagram below (in 
the resources) into your 
books. Add the missing times 
onto the diagram.  

 
Use the diagram to answer 
the questions on p.g. 71.  
 
An example for writing the 
analogue times in words 
would be:  
 
2:30-half past two in the 
morning 
14:30- half past 2 in the 
afternoon  
 
Ext: Investigate- Does zero 
appear more frequently in 12-
hour or 24-hour time notation 
across a day? 

 
If your child would like 
to they can draw out 

the mouth picture with 
the teeth like shown in 
the resource, however, 

this is not essential.  
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Draw your own imaginary ‘man’ into 
your books. This could be a mud 
man or women, a metal man or 
women, a glass man or women etc. 
(It must be made of a material e.g. 
mud, glass, stone etc)  
 
Now add labels to describe different 
parts of your creation using similes 
to add description.  
 
 

Spelling: To practise year 3 and 4 
spelling words.  
 
Using the words below choose 3 of 
the activities in the resources to 
complete to learn the words.  
 
accident  
occasion  
question  
therefore  
favourite  
reign  
 
Then ask somebody at home to test 
you on them.  
 
 
Handwriting: LI:To join letters 
correctly.  
 
Visit https://www.poetry4kids.com/ 
 

LI:  To calculate time intervals 
when the start and end times 
are known.  
 
Watch the following video for 
today’s lesson.  
 
 
https://drive.explaineverythin
g.com/thecode/YRSQYVF 
 
Then complete p.g. 74 in the 
resources below.  
 
EXT: Complete the think 
activity at the bottom of the 
page.  

 
 

LI:. To create a menu 
using a country’s local 

foods.  
 

Remind yourself of the 
country you picked 

from previous 
learning.  

France/Poland/China/
Mexico.  

 
Look at the Geography 

resources showing 
local foods from each 

country.  
 

TASK – to create a 
menu for a dinner 

party using only the 
local foods from your 

chosen country.  
 

Your menu must have: 
Starter, Main, Dessert 

and Drink.  
 

Decorate and present 
your menu using a 

whole A4 page. 
 

The resources are to 
be used as a 

guidelines – If 
possible the children 

can research the 
countries own local 

 
 

https://www.poetry4kids.com/
https://drive.explaineverything.com/thecode/YRSQYVF
https://drive.explaineverything.com/thecode/YRSQYVF


Select a poem and write it into your 
book using your neatest 
handwriting.  
 
If you can’t access the internet use 
the poem in the resources below.  
  
 
 
  

foods and include 
them in their menu.   
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LI :  To find an unknown start 
or end time.  
 
Watch the following video for 
today’s learning.  
 
https://expl.ai/QWZALYK 
 
 
 
Then answer the questions in 
the resources below.  

  PE-LI: To increase my heart rate.  
 

Cosmic Yoga  
 

Type Comic yoga into a search engine. Go 
to the cosmickids.com site 

 
Go to ‘Watch Episodes’ at the top of the 
screen. Choose any video that is over 15 

minutes long.   
  

PSHE- L.I: Turning negative thoughts into 
positive thoughts.  

 
Follow the resource below.  

 

https://expl.ai/QWZALYK


If possible, chat to someone at home about 
this learning.  

 
Discuss each point with them. Always think 

– How could I think positively about this 
situation?  

 
Write down your positive thought in your 

exercise books.  
 
.  
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LI: To convert days, weeks 
and months.  
 
Complete the following 
information remembering 
what you learnt in Year 3. 
Copy it into your books to 
help you with today’s 
learning.  
 
________ minutes in an hour 

_________ hours in a day 

_________ days in a week 

_________ months in a year 

 
Use the information to help 
you answer the question in 
the resources below.  
The * are slightly easier so if 
you want a challenge go for 
the ** or even both!  

  RE -LI:  To reflect on my opinion of the 
world.  

 
This unit’s RE learning it centred around 

the question-Could the Buddha’s 
teachings make the world a better place? 

 
If possible listen to ‘Wonderful World’ by 

Louis Armstrong.  
 

Think about what you can hear in the 
lyrics? What is he saying makes a 

wonderful world? 
 

In exercise books split your page into 4. 
Draw labelled pictures of when/how the 

world is a wonderful place.  
 

For example: A picture of a field with 
daffodils blooming on a beautiful sunny 

day.  
 

PE--LI: To increase my heart rate.  
  



Try to make sure you have some space in 
your lounge/bedroom/garden/kitchen.  

 
Using the alphabet activity list spell out 

your name completing the different 
exercises. If you have a short name try 

your surname too.  
 

Repeat this x 2  
For example: 

B – 5 PUSH UPS  
E – 5 CRUNCHES 

N – 10 SECOND JUMPING 
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Extended writing task 
LI: To write a story.  
 
Look at the picture and read the 
story starter in the resources below.  
Continue the story.  

 

Remember: 

-Use similes to add description 

-Punctuation- . ! , ?  

-Neatest joined handwriting 

-Use paragraphs 

 

 

LI: To convert days, weeks 
and months. 
 
Using the key information 
from yesterday complete one 
or more of the challenges 
below.  
 

• Find out how long it is 
until your next 
birthday. Write it as 
total number of days 
and as total number 
of weeks. 

 

• How many months is 
it until you are 18 
years old? 

 

•  How many weeks / 
days older or younger 

  DT – L.I- Begin to create diorama.  
 
(instead of a shoe box you could use a cut 
out cereal box, washing powder box etc. 
You may also want to use one of these if 
you do not have card to create whatever 
animals/habitat items to go inside your 
diorama instead of paper) 
 
Remember how we did this with our circus 
dioramas in school.  
 

1. Start by decorating the box. This 
could be with pencil crayons, felt 
pens, coloured paper, paint etc. 
REMEMBER to match the colours 
to whatever habitat you are 
creating. You may want to draw 
part of the habitat on the box.  

2. Draw out all figures that you are 
including in your diorama. 
Remember to leave a tab at the 



than you is your 
friend? 

 
Show all of your working out 
in your book.  

bottom of all of them to help you 
stick these down.  

3. Colour each item you have drawn 
out.  

4. Cut them out and stick them down. 
You could use glue, PVA glue, 
cellotape, stapler or any other 
resource you have at home.  

Additional 
activities 
that can 

be 
completed 
online this 

week: 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/englis
h-games/7-11-years/spelling-and-
grammar 
 
The above website has a good 
selection of games to aid literacy 
learning.  
 

Play Prodigy.  
 
https://www.themathsfactor.
com/ -this is currently being 
offered for free and has lots 
of games and activities.   

   

 

 

 

 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11-years/spelling-and-grammar
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11-years/spelling-and-grammar
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11-years/spelling-and-grammar
https://www.themathsfactor.com/
https://www.themathsfactor.com/


Literacy-Handwriting 

 

Once there was an elephant, 

Who tried to use the telephant— 

No! No! I mean an elephone 

Who tried to use the telephone— 

(Dear me! I am not certain quite 

That even now I’ve got it right.) 

Howe’er it was, he got his trunk 

Entangled in the telephunk; 

The more he tried to get it free, 

The louder buzzed the telephee— 

(I fear I’d better drop the song 

Of elephop and telephong!) 

      — Laura E. Richards 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Literacy-Spelling  

 



Literacy-Friday  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I was puzzled. Things just kept disappearing from our garden. At first it was just small 

things, like my toy car, then larger things began to go missing. Dad’s lawnmower 

vanished. Mum’s favourite plant pot with her favourite plants in. Gone! Just gone! 

My parents kept saying that there were thieves on our street. I believed them. Of 

course I believed them! Why wouldn’t I believe them, they’re my parents?! Sneakily, I 

got into the habit of looking out of my bedroom window with my camera, in the hope 

that I would catch a snapshot of the crooks in action. 

One afternoon, after I had got in from school and done my homework, I stood at my 

bedroom window. I was ready. I had my camera in hand. I then watched in amazement 

and shock as the giant oak tree, that had stood in our garden since before I was born, 

was dramatically wrenched from the ground by an unseen force. Its great branches 

and straggling roots and shaking, green leaves began to be pulled towards a hole, the 

size of a pound coin, in our garden fence. I watched as the tree began to be squeezed, 

again by this unseen force, through the hole in the fence. 

A minute later I was standing with my camera at the ready, peering through the hole 

in the fence, desperate to find out what had happened to all the things from our 

garden. Then…I felt it…My eye began to feel as if it was being squeezed. My head felt 

as if it was being pulled towards the fence. My whole body seemed to be moving. 

Suddenly…Pop! 

Can you continue the story? What was on the other side? 



Maths-Monday  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 am  

1:00 



 

Maths-Tuesday  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Maths-Wednesday 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Maths-Thursday  

* 

1. How many days in 6 weeks? 

2. How many months in 4 years? 

3. How many minutes in 2 hours? 

4. How many days in 5 weeks? 

5. How many months in 8 years? 

6. How many hours in 3 days? 

7. How many hours in 7 days? 

8. How many minutes in 10 hours? 

9. How many hours in 2 days? 

10. How many months in 5 years? 

 

** 

1. How many days in 6 weeks? 

2. How many days in 5 weeks? 

3. How many months in 4 and a half years? 

4. How many months in a quarter of a year? 

5. How many months in 5 and a quarter years? 

6. How many minutes in 2 and a half hours? 

7. How many minutes in 10 and a quarter hours? 

8. How many hours in 3 and a half days? 

9. How many hours in 7 days? 

10. How many hours in 2 and a quarter days? 

Challenge!  

 

For these you will need to divide. 

1. How many hours is the same as 190minutes? ___ hours and __mins 

2. How many hours is the same as 320minutes? ___ hours and __mins 

3. How many days is the same as 82 hours? ___ days and __hours 

4. How many days is the same as 184 hours? ___ days and __hours 

5. How many years is the same as 58months? ___ years and __months 

6. How many years is the same as 99months? ___ years and __months 

7. How many years is the same as 84months? ___ years and __months 



Monday – Science 

 

 

 

 

 



Geography  - Tuesday 

French Foods  

 

 

 

 

 

Grenadine syrup  



 

 

Mexican Food  

 

 

 

 



Chinese Food 

 

 

 

 

 



                                 Polish Food  

 

 

 

 



 

Wednesday PSHE 

 

 

 

 



Thursday – PE 

 


